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Description

UKRAINE: 10:27 The Russian army is taking measures to ensure the safety of the civilian population
of Ukraine, the Russian Defense Ministry stressed.

10:22 In the Black Sea, the movement of the landing detachment of the Black Sea Fleet of the Russian
Federation, consisting of four large landing ships, accompanied by three missile boats, is observed in
the direction of Odessa, the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine reported.

10:21 Governor of Nikolaev Vitaliy Kim said that Ukrainian helicopters, equipment and air defense,
which were located on the territory of the airport in Kherson, were eliminated by the forces of the
Russian Armed Forces.

09:57 The Russian army destroyed 49 planes on the ground and 13 planes in the air in Ukraine, the
Russian Defense Ministry said.

09:55 High-precision weapons destroyed the reserve technological radio and television center in Kyiv,
which was used for psychological operations against Russia, the Russian Ministry of Defense said.

09:43 A large group of Russian landing ships have been spotted off the southern coast of Crimea,
waiting to land in Odessa, Ukrainian media report.

09:11 Sources of the Rybar Telegram channel reported the presence of units of the Russian Armed
Forces in Rakovo and troops in the village of Andreichikovo north of Nikolaev. According to them, a
convoy of Russian equipment is also moving towards Voznesensk through the Elanetsky district from
the east.

09:00 An air raid alert sounds in Kharkiv.

08:25 The Estonian Ministry of Defense confirms that Ukraine has received a second batch of Javelin
anti-tank missile systems from Tallinn, military commander Yuri Kotenok reports.
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08:24 At night, a blow was struck on the building of the Kharkiv SBU in the city center. Video.

08:21 An air raid alert sounds in Nikolaev. Residents of the city were asked to go down to shelters.

08:10 Precise missile strikes continue to be delivered to military facilities in Kyiv, according to the
Telegram channel “Reports of the militia of Novorossiya”. Video.
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